
Unite (Super Blue) 

Intro: 
Big Style 
Hey (*6) 
Unite(*4) 
Unite, live nice  
Unite, live nice 
Unite 
Unite, everbody 
The power, enjoy the power (*8) 
Verse 1: 
Yes the powers of love and unity (aha) 
Was meant for you and me (aha) 
If we live nice (aha), we're gonna' get by. 
The hardships and obstacles (aha)  
Life daily troubles, we're gonna' get by 
God will never lie, we're gonna' get by (hey*3) 
If we live nice, joy will multiply. 
Unite, In the name of love  
Untie, by the powers of 
Unite, of our God above 
Unite, life in peace and love 
Unite, life is ah melody 
Unite, creating harmony  
Unite, I think musically  
Unite, this power is heavenly. 
Chorus: 
The power enjoy the power (*8) 
Verse 2: 
We are different pages from the same book (aha) 
Despite how we may look (aha) 
Once we live nice (aha), we're gonna' get by 
Bright like a shining star (aha) 
Thank God for who we are, leh we live nice, like the moon and the sunrise. Leh we live nice.   
You and me (*3 hey ) 
Once we live nice, joy will never die (wohoo) 
Unite, In the name of love  
Untie, by the powers of 
Unite, of our God above 
Unite, life in peace and love 
Unite, life is ah melody 
Unite, creating harmony  
Unite, I think musically  
Unite, this power is heavenly. 
Chorus: 
The power enjoy the power (*8) 
Verse 3: 
There It ain't no maybe or but or if (aha) 
Life is a sacred gift (aha) 
Leh we live nice (aha), life is the first prize 
Harmony is what we need (aha)  
To succeed, leh we live nice,  



God will never lie. 
Leh we live nice, (*hey) 
Leh we live nice, love will justify. 
Unite, In the name of love  
Untie, by the powers of 
Unite, of our God above 
Unite, life in peace and love 
Unite, life is ah melody 
Unite, creating harmony  
Unite, I think musically  
Unite, this power is heavenly. 
Chorus:  
The power enjoy the power (*8) (*8unite) 
I believe, Unite 
I believe, Unite 
The power enjoy the power  
Powers of love and unity . 


